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Cloudtowers
DESIGN STUDIO 16/17

The analysis of make-belief drawings and models of Sci-Fi    paceships, spa-
ce-station, extra-terrestrial world and anything that can be perceived as 
architecture, leaves architects always in absence of interior information.      
Designs fall short from resolving interior space as that is nor required 
either for filming or animation. Textures, materials, openings, lights 
etc very rarely correspond wih the interior, nor have any continuance. 
Interior scenes are morst of the time filmed on separately designed sets (or 
digital sets) which are made in a way to correlate the ‚atmosphere‘ of the exterior. 
But they rarely relate what architects would expect, in an interior program vs. 
exterior facade system. The depth of a sci-fi digital or physical model is virtually 
non-existent, and thus useless in architectural spatial terms. 

This discrepancy in Sci-Fi architecture we investigate and try to see why 
it often gets lost when intents aiming to realise qualities, textures, 
materials an sci-fi atmosphere, fail to implement them as intended.

SPACEPORTS
BRIEF
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engine system / cargo bay / docking stations
de�ector shield generator
connection corridor docking stations
laser canons
sensor units
air / water supply
power distribution
bridge / command
o�cer / passenger quarters
hangars (emperial �eet)
medical stations / training (rebel �eet)
communication
lounge / dining
research labs
water tanks
stocks (food, technical equipment, etc.)
short range weapons
brea�ng area
ammunition storage for laser canons
troop quarters
nuisance attack system

NEBULON B
TERM I

 

CRYCAP
David Christian, Nicolas Stephan
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CRYCAP
TERM II

During the extraction process in a Malaysian cole mine, an ex-
ceptional new material was discovered. Its characteristics make 
it an incredibly precious found for humankind. However, it is 
extremely toxic when in its raw form. In order to cope with these 
difficult production circumstances, CryCap Industries was found-
ed, making use of the successful method of cryogenic recovery 
from the toxic substances. The employees of CryCap Industries 
work and live in an alternating cycle between hibernation peri-
ods and production. 
Consequently the CryCap Tower was designed to combine all 
the necessary production units with the automatically executed 
hibernation and dehibernation process. 
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±0,00

+5,00

+6,24

+3,34

cockpit

concussion missiles

forward floodlight laser gun

hyperdrive

fuel drive pressure 
stabilizer

exhausts

sublight engines

laser gun
armour 
plating

freight loading arms

power core

+2,20

+4,67

MILLENNIUM FALCON
TERM I

 

ORI TOWER
Marie-Theres Kappacher, Theresa Oberholzer
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recreation

interlocking 

facade east - west
panel system

east - west

space camp

recreation

residence

space technologies
space research

open side 
due to cuts 
in the tower geometry

north - south

closed side
no gaps in the tower geometry

facade north - south
electronics

residence

space research

space camp

space technologies

The tiles’ shape of the facade pattern derives from the angled inner circulation system 
of the tower. The tiles change in size and density so one can distinguish the program in 
the differnet parts by looking at the tower’s facade. Angled tiles funktion as gaps for windows. 
To let more light into parts where it is needed, such as residence, recreation and partially 
space research, the window surface widens on the tile. 
Furthermore the whole facade pattern becomes more fractured to the top where more windows 
and light is needed.

system of facade pattern

technical side pattern
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facade north - south
electronics

residence

space research

space camp

space technologies

The tiles’ shape of the facade pattern derives from the angled inner circulation system 
of the tower. The tiles change in size and density so one can distinguish the program in 
the differnet parts by looking at the tower’s facade. Angled tiles funktion as gaps for windows. 
To let more light into parts where it is needed, such as residence, recreation and partially 
space research, the window surface widens on the tile. 
Furthermore the whole facade pattern becomes more fractured to the top where more windows 
and light is needed.

system of facade pattern

technical side pattern
ORI TOWER
TERM II

 Innsbruck has gained wolrdwide attention after a Spaceship 
crashed in the Inn valley. Years of research ended up in building 
a Spaceport in the heart f the city. Technology and design were 
combined to reach the ultimate goal of enabling people to live 
and work on other planets. Our spaceport is the first step to 
integrate spacetravel into society. For this we located the space-
port in the centre of the city of Innsbruck, accessible through a 
plaza open to the public. 
The site is divided by eight programs, which are located in 
thirteen buildings. There are different travelleres who start their 
individual training program in order to explore the space. One 
group dedicates their learned skills to mine on the closest aster-
oid belt, for more rare matals. The rest of them are focussing on 
discovering new planets, or even galaxies. 

sub-plating for armour panels

sub-plating for armour panels

saucer subconstruction - 
secondary construction

saucer subconstruction - 
secondary construction

armour plating

armour plating

floor subconstruction - 
secondary construction

radial steel beams - 
primary construction
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catalogue of parts

the catalogue consists of 22 elements 
that together from the whole tower in 
its primary shape. the different size of 
every part results from its interior program.

above ground

part space camp_2

whole tower in 
primary shapes below ground

subdivision to departments nesting of primary shapes interior spaces

space camp 2_final state
paspace camp 2_primary shape

subdivided departments interior spaces

primary shape

final shape

interior program
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receiver stationreceiver station

residence area

residence area

residence area

entrance + hangar

space research center

space camp

space camp headquarters

techical base technical base

headquarters

entrance
entrance

energy field
energy field

power base

power base

recreation area
recreation area

arial entrance
only accessible with flying vehicels

entrance ground level
levitates up and down 

stargate

space technologies
space technologies

space research center

space research center

±0 ground level ±0 ground level

above ground
above ground

±0 ground level

underground underground

space camp

recreation area

residence area

space research center

space technologies

stargate

headquarters

power base

entry + transition gate

underground technical base

energy field

graduate simulation and training through research in preparation for the condi
tions on a defined destination of another planet 

provided space for the workers to spend during lesure time and breaks such as 
fitness studio, gym classes or massage and to enjoy healthy food 

temporary private living quarters for the scientists during an ongoing mission

laboratories for interdisciplinary research in the physical, biological, engineer
ing, and social sciences

preparation of robotics proects pre-deployed for exploratin on the target planet

area of transportation to other planets, galaxies, and even across the universe, 
highly protected and guarded to prevent unwanted travellers to pass through

head office of the boss

  smetsys s’rewot eht rewop ot decudorp dna devas si ygrene erehw retnec ygrene

gate area to enter the tower when lowered to ground level 
disconected at start of stargate that reconnects when the area is save to enter

contains technical control room for energy field

main magnetic field to leviate the tower from the ground

power base energy center where energy is saved and produced to power the stargate

±0 ground level

SC

SRC

ST

HQ

SG

PB

RA

RE

ET

UT

ENF

EH

PB

entry + hangar entry and hangar for light vehicles

interior program
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MERCHANT MAN
TERM I

 Innsbruck has gained wolrdwide attention after a Spaceship 
crashed in the Inn valley. Years of research ended up in building 
a Spaceport in the heart f the city. Technology and design were 
combined to reach the ultimate goal of enabling people to live 
and work on other planets. Our spaceport is the first step to 
integrate spacetravel into society. For this we located the space-
port in the centre of the city of Innsbruck, accessible through a 
plaza open to the public. 
The site is divided by eight programs, which are located in 
thirteen buildings. There are different travelleres who start their 
individual training program in order to explore the space. One 
group dedicates their learned skills to mine on the closest aster-
oid belt, for more rare matals. The rest of them are focussing on 
discovering new planets, or even galaxies. 

CLOUDNA
Nina Huetter,  Marine Lemarié
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CLOUDNA
TERM II

Another financial crisis in 2285 persuades the humanity to use 
their own DNA as a currency. The value of the DNA increases if 
demand rises or qualities of the value get replicated. This sub-
stance is used to pursue trade. Also is DNA taken from animals 
and plants, alive and extincted and act as stocks. 
CLOUDNA is a bank for DNA. The currency is stored in liquid 
filled pipes for high longevity. New substances and artificial life is 
created in its factory. Tested and verified DNA Androids created 
with this commodity are released to civilization. 
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TYRELL CORPORATION BUILDING
TERM I

 Innsbruck has gained wolrdwide attention after a Spaceship 
crashed in the Inn valley. Years of research ended up in building 
a Spaceport in the heart f the city. Technology and design were 
combined to reach the ultimate goal of enabling people to live 
and work on other planets. Our spaceport is the first step to 
integrate spacetravel into society. For this we located the space-
port in the centre of the city of Innsbruck, accessible through a 
plaza open to the public. 
The site is divided by eight programs, which are located in 
thirteen buildings. There are different travelleres who start their 
individual training program in order to explore the space. One 
group dedicates their learned skills to mine on the closest aster-
oid belt, for more rare matals. The rest of them are focussing on 
discovering new planets, or even galaxies. 

TYRELL CORPORATION BUILDING
Simon Kaiser, Michaela Nömayr
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WATER TOWER

TERM II

We live on a planet without water on its surface, theonly water 
source is from the petrified lava, deep underneath the plan-
ets surface. Our tower is responsible for the extraction of the 
water and the cleaning of it.Furthermore it is extracting very 
important materials and producing food. It also has a hangar 
for transporting the water and the living spaces for people. This 
tower belongs to a whole network, spread all over the planet. 
The shappe of the tower reacts to the surrounding topography 
and its final shape is given through the erosion which the water 
generates through its way up to the top of the tower. 
The erosion goes through all function, from filtration, over the 
extraction, to the food production and flows then down on the 
towers surface to be distributed to the near surrounding of the 
tower. At the top we have clean water which is also exported 
to places far of the tower and used for the living spaces of the 
tower. 
The whole extracting pricess is generated by gravity, the tower, 
or the people in the tower aer able to control the gravity and 
use it for their advantage. 

WATER TOWER
Simon Kaiser, Petar Bjelobradic
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ORI TOWER
TERM I

 Innsbruck has gained wolrdwide attention after a Spaceship 
crashed in the Inn valley. Years of research ended up in building 
a Spaceport in the heart f the city. Technology and design were 
combined to reach the ultimate goal of enabling people to live 
and work on other planets. Our spaceport is the first step to 
integrate spacetravel into society. For this we located the space-
port in the centre of the city of Innsbruck, accessible through a 
plaza open to the public. 
The site is divided by eight programs, which are located in 
thirteen buildings. There are different travelleres who start their 
individual training program in order to explore the space. One 
group dedicates their learned skills to mine on the closest aster-
oid belt, for more rare matals. The rest of them are focussing on 
discovering new planets, or even galaxies. 

STELLAR TOWER
Michaela Nömayr
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ORI TOWER
TERM I

 Innsbruck has gained wolrdwide attention after a Spaceship 
crashed in the Inn valley. Years of research ended up in building 
a Spaceport in the heart f the city. Technology and design were 
combined to reach the ultimate goal of enabling people to live 
and work on other planets. Our spaceport is the first step to 
integrate spacetravel into society. For this we located the space-
port in the centre of the city of Innsbruck, accessible through a 
plaza open to the public. 
The site is divided by eight programs, which are located in 
thirteen buildings. There are different travelleres who start their 
individual training program in order to explore the space. One 
group dedicates their learned skills to mine on the closest aster-
oid belt, for more rare matals. The rest of them are focussing on 
discovering new planets, or even galaxies. 

NEBULON B
Petar Bjelobradic
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The analysis of make-belief drawings and models of Sci-Fi spaceships, spa-
ce-station, extra-terrestrial world and anything that can be perceived as 
architecture, leaves architects always in absence of interior information.      
Designs fall short from resolving interior space as that is nor required 
either for filming or animation. Textures, materials, openings, lights 
etc very rarely correspond wih the interior, nor have any continuance. 
Interior scenes are morst of the time filmed on separately designed sets (or 
digital sets) which are made in a way to correlate the ‚atmosphere‘ of the exterior. 
But they rarely relate what architects would expect, in an interior program vs. 
exterior facade system. The depth of a sci-fi digital or physical model is virtually 
non-existent, and thus useless in architectural spatial terms. 

This discrepancy in Sci-Fi architecture we investigate and try to see why 
it often gets lost when intents aiming to realise qualities, textures, 
materials an sci-fi atmosphere, fail to implement them as intended.

SPACEPORTS
BRIEF
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SPACEPORT X       
Lynn Kieffer, Verena Rauh, Nadine Stadelmann

SUPER STAR  DESTROYER
TERM I

In the world of Star Wars & co-film production practically
no interior information is delivered to the viewer. We 
are shown short scenes in various atmospheres, and ex-
teriors that don’t necessarily explain how the buil-
dings work. Effects such as smoke and darkness often
make rooms and spaces mysterious, but also unclear and difficult
or even impossible to read it. 

The process of the project “Spaceport X” claims to first solve the
mystery of what is happening behind the scenes of already
movie-created Sci-Fi architecture. Only after this, the landing of
Science fiction to Earth can be discussed. 

The Spaceship, we have been working with is the 19 km long Su-
per Star Destroyer, shown in Star Wars movies. We  worked out a 
new floorplan, by first designating areas and then designing the 
city which sits on top of this huge spaceship. The following step 
was to analyse the pattern, which covers the seamingly smooth 
surface of the SSD. 
On three different zoom-in steps, the pattern reveals new infor-
mation. The first step, which is visible from far away is  a system of 
main circulation. As the SSD is a battle ship, the circulation is very 
clear and straight. Having a closer look, a secondary circulation 
system becomes visible. The  third zoom-in reveals the rooms 
which lie underneath the spaceships envelope.
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The output is a pattern, which if seen 
from  a certain distance seems like a 
simple colouration gradient. Having a 
closer look, the  line-system becomes 
visible and the darkness of the fields 
can be explained through the size of 
each polygon. 

length 
general 
centre 
point

individual
centre 
point

object 
to scale scale factor movement

result: list item 1 
main 
structure length 
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SPACEPORT X
TERM II

Spaceport X, situated in the Inn river in Innsbruck 
provides a momentarily unique opportunity for people to
travel to planet Jupiter. 
A journey to the gas giant requires a large amount of preparation, 
for both spaceships and travellers. X meets these necessities of long 
preparation durations, by integrating a preparation centre, a spa-
ceship construction and reparation space and a take-off platform.

Th most interesting characteristics of the Planet might be the 
fact that its aggregate state is changing from gaseous to li-
quid, depending on the position  and therefore the pressure 
and temperature operating . Spaceport X isn‘t providing a re-
search  oppurtunity but rather  more a  very short experien-
ce of  uniqueness,. By offering an opportunity to cross a gase-
ous planet we wanted to demonstrate how people don‘t even 
care what the result of huge sums and extreme effort might 
be only if they can be unique and more exciting than others.

Deriving from the gas giant’s natural characteristic of trans-
ition from liquid to gaseous aggregate state, the buil-
ding’s massive volume seems to be dissolving in mul-
tiple areas. The first and main area is cutting the so-
lid into four smaller volumes. They operate as visitors and
information, hangar, tourist accommodation and preparation 
space. 

The dividing areas can be seen as two ‘cutting elements’, 
which act as passage areas, of whom one is accommodating a
high speed electromagnetic train whereas the second one the
buildings main human passenger-circulation. These circulation 
systems however, shouldn’t be described as separating elements, 
but rather more as connection zones in between the massive 
parts. 

The passages are articulated as glass facades, kept together by
a cage of steel bars.  

On a different level of scale, the building’s segments are 
constellated by the rooms accommodated in the interi-
or. Observed from a certain distance, the building-parts 
look like an agglomeration of even smaller volume seg-
ments. Sides of these segments, that lie inside the rough vo-
lumes are treated as window-facades, the remaining ones are 
solid.

The building seems to be covered in lines, making visible the 
internal circulation. They act as window elements on the solids, 
whose light-streams lead the ways inside the construct during 
daytimes and show how circulation flow on the envelope during 
the night. This line system continues on the structure’s voids as 
steel bars, where they look like emerging structure forming cages 
around the missing volumes.
  
Spaceport X is situated on the river Inn and allows water to partly 
flow through it, thus it combines the water’s dynamics and the 
spaceship’s energy inside a massive volume.

A physical model  ( 160cm x 85cm ) demonstrates our de-
sign , showing  the  harmony between the solids which 
give room to voids, creating various interesting perspec-
tives, which might not be visible on digital visualisations. 
Since a  material change from concrete to glass and the light-st-
reams becoming a steel bar system were not possible to create in 
this specific scale, we  produced a second zoom-in physical mo-
del, showing only one single void,  hidden behind a steel bar cage.
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SPACE JOCKEY
TERM I

Space Jockey is the name of the cockpit within the Alienship 
Juggernaut appearing in the Movies “Alien” (1979, Ridley Scott) 
and “Prometheus” (2012, Ridley Scott). The original design was 
made from swiss surrealist artist H.R. Giger (†2014) who also 
shaped the Alien itself. Giger used a repeating language of signs 
and patterns to give the room its typical alienstyle touch.

The Geometric basis of the room is a deformed sphere with 20 
meters in diameter and 12 meters in height. These measure-
ments result of the size of the engineers, the alien life forms 
appearing in Prometheus, compared with the humans interact-
ing with them.

In analysis we found out the room only needs 6 different styles 
of repeating patterns that were modelled to then parametrically 
create the whole interior: Ribs, Spines, Boxes, Bands, Doors and 
Floorplates (from top-left to bottom-right).

Further we developed a halway out of existing patterns to 
connect different rooms along a path and designed 3D patterns 
relating to Gigers biomechanical appearance for the spaceships 
interior and the hulls outside.

PRONOIA       
Daniel Scheiber, Claudia Schröder 
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SPACEPORT X
TERM II

Pronoia Spaceport tops the backside of Nordkette mountain-
ridge right above the city of Innsbruck. Though the mainpart of 
the building rises along the backside of the mountain the build-
ings three tops, containing the starting and landing platform and 
the visitor center, can be seen from the city below since they 
slighty rise above the summits.

The main target of Pronia Spaceport is to research and settle 
the far away moon LV-223 where the original Alienshipwreckage 
has been found, and whos enviroment is quite similar to earths. 
Nevertheless travellers still need training and adaptions to start 
their misson. Due to new engine technology discovered in the 
wreck the flight duration is reduced to a minimum of 180 days. 
Thus travellers mainly need to be trained for the half-year-long 
journey through space over the conditions on the destination.

Pronoia demands diffrent infrastructures within the procedures. 
Along with the accommodation for outgoing and incoming trav-
ellers, training rooms, a health centre, spaceship take-off/landing 
plattforms, there is a repair platform and a visitor centre.

The journey already starts in the city of Innsbruck where all, vis-
itors and travellers, get into capsules which bring them up to 
the spaceport. The capsules go on a railsystem to the bottom of 
the spaceport where they dock to the circulation system on the 
buildings facade. Capsules overtake the circulation and replace 
elevators and staircases in the building.

There are two types of capsules providing individual functions. 
Traveller capsules host a place for two space travellers, while 
Visitor capsules provide space for up to 15 people. Visitors are 
brought straight to the public area where they have access to the 
informationcentre, restaurant and viewing platform all located in 
the buildings upper middle sector.

Space travellers share their capsule as two during the whole jour-
ney. This means that traveller capsules dock into the accommo-
dation zone of the building where they function as private rooms 
during their 30 days training. After successfully completing spa-
cetraining travellers move with their capsules up to the departure 
platform and dock onto the spaceship.On Arrival back on earth 
capsules leave the spaceship and again move along the building 
to dock into the arrivals accommodation zone were homecom-
ing travellers stay 3 days for medical checks. After these they 
move in their capsules back to the city were they check out.

Subdivision methods
area division

Subdivision methods
capsule docking

initial shape

split until  area threshhold is reached

�llet inner edges

boundary surface

initial face

cutout for capsule to �t in

intersection with �oor heights

divide curves by line length

place cutouts on  points

cull intersecting curves
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Capsules and Circulation

Functionality

Rail on facade

Joint 1

Joint 2

Elevation, Section

Living Capsule for two traveller

Transport Capsule for visitors

Openings

Ports 

Light-Strips

Panorama Window

Circulation Systems

Joint 3

Bed
Storage

Storage

Openings

Window

2,7 m

3,4 m

2,7 m

3,4 m

Living Capsules take o�

This type of capsule provides space for two travellers going to space and further on to Moon LV- 
223. During their stay at the spaceport for training it is not only their sleeping and relexing room, 
it is their personal elevator system to reach every training and main space without getting in 
touch with visitors. After �nishing the training the travellers leave the spaceport by docking onto 
the spaceship with their capsules.

 

control area

accomodation and capsule dockingRails conecting spaceport with city 
Basic rail grid on facade
Public transport rail grid
Living capsules docking rails
Living capsules docking
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2nd floor_engineering center

additional blocks

2nd floor_living blocks

1st floor_ work/electronics/community

crashed piece of SD

corridors



IN(N)FINITY       
Bernard Blaschette, Mümin Keser

STAR  DESTROYER
TERM I

The spaceport is organized through a series of six platforms, sit-
uated on the mountain peak and integrated with the landscape. 
It’s lower part is shaped by a large hangar, intended for mainte-
nance  and the training area for the staff and travellers. Our effort 
was to establish a spaceship as an extention of the mountain 
which can be read from above but also offer diverse views and 
height experiences to the travellers. 
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SPACEPORT X
TERM II

The spaceport is organized through a series of six platforms, sit-
uated on the mountain peak and integrated with the landscape. 
It’s lower part is shaped by a large hangar, intended for mainte-
nance  and the training area for the staff and travellers. Our effort 
was to establish a spaceship as an extention of the mountain 
which can be read from above but also offer diverse views and 
height experiences to the travellers. 

IN[N]FINITY

FRONTBACK RIGHT LEFT

SKETCHES

Outdoor

INTERGALACTIC SPACEPORT

SECTION_01 SECTION_02
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Training

Hangar
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Training
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FUNCTIONS LAYERS

Layer02 - Supports

Layer03 - Pattern

Layer01 - Shape

On a different level of scale, the building’s segments are 
constellated by the rooms accommodated in the interior. 
Observed from a certain distance, the building-parts look 
like an agglomeration of even smaller volume segments. 
Sides of these segments, that lie inside the rough volumes 
are treated as window-facades, the remaining ones are 
solid.

The building seems to be covered in lines, making visible the 
internal circulation. They act as window elements on the so-
lids, whose light-streams lead the ways inside the construct 
during daytimes and show how circulation flow on the en-
velope during the night. This line system continues on the 
structure’s voids as steel bars, where they look like emerging 
structure forming cages around the missing volumes.
  
Spaceport X is situated on the river Inn and allows water to 
partly flow through it, thus it combines the water’s dynamics 
and the spaceship’s energy inside a massive volume.

A physical model  ( 160cm x 85cm ) demonstrates our de-
sign , showing  the  harmony between the solids which 
give room to voids, creating various interesting perspec-
tives, which might not be visible on digital visualisations. 
Since a  material change from concrete to glass and 
the light-streams becoming a steel bar system were 
not possible to create in this specific scale, we  pro-
duced a second zoom-in physical model, showing 
only one single void,  hidden behind a steel bar cage.
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P- 2206 SPACEPORT 
Mendissa Hahn, Christiane Marmsoler, Kristina Schramm

DEATH STAR
TERM I

By analysing the death star from the starwars saga, foscusing 
especially on the surface, we found 16 panel types, of which 
each fulfills a different function.
while zooming-in, you can see the surface division in several 
blocks.
those blocks are subdivided into a grid of tiles that are random-
ly arranged but always rotated by 90 degree.

As reinterpretation of the death star surface we used some 
details to design the exterior and the interior of capsules. every 
capsule has a different function in order to be a arranged to an 
urban system later on.
the main characterstic is that the facade surface is an unambig-
uous indentifier of the interior.
another specific attribute of the capsules is that they can be 
flipped by 90 degrees and the interior is still working.
as arrangement of the capsules we developed a masterplan 
with three modules, which were rotated in different ways.
this kind of box stacking system was inspiration for the pattern 
development.
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P-2206 SPACEPORT
TERM II

 P - 2206 is a radical spaceport proposal, consisting of a main 
cantilever volume which encloses a unified large hanger, over-
looking the valley of innsbruck, the center of future spacetravel.
the spaceport design is based on a subdivision pattern that 
allows an overall facade system on the one hand, and on the 
other hand a system that reflects interior space usage and 
subdivision.
Therefore the emergence of a large volume with a length of 
almost 1km looks lightweight through the microscale of pattern 
and functions as extention of the mountain.
By populating the spatial volume with points, we received the 
center points for the center boxes. after unifying these solids 
and merging their faces by only using the horizontal curves, we 
brought them to different layers and generated the pattern out 
of these curves.
the pattern parts have a different percentage of density and are 
also rotated and arranged in the same way as on the death star.
the connection of the tiles brings up the facade pattern.
first step was to project the pattern on to the surface. after 
figuring out the positions of individual rooms for every area, we 
started to manipulate the pattern with attractor points to create 
an adjusted pattern.
the manipulation is based on two rules:
1. the distance between the curves and the atrractor point 
determines the attraction force
2. the length of the vector between the curves and the attractor 
point is also the scaling factor of the curves 
the behaviour of the curves, which follows these rules, leads 
to the cluster formation. the clusters made it then possible to 
integrate the initially defined rooms into the pattern
the rooms are also caused by the manipulated pattern, there-
fore it is also system that reflects interior space.
we used the outlines of the pattern cluster curves and offsetted 
them to different directions into the interior. 
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DISOLVE 
Habibe Idiskut, Simon Schömann

DARK ASTER
TERM I

During the first term, the spaceshop “Dark Aster”, from the 
Marcel Comics “Guardians of the Galaxy” has been the subject 
of our research.  
“Dark Aster” is a warship  of the Krees, its about 4,8 km ide. 
Construction is mirrored exaclty in the middle of the spaceship, 
where der drive and command bridge are. 
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DISOLVE
TERM II

 Innsbruck has gained wolrdwide attention after a Spaceship 
crashed in the Inn valley. Years of research ended up in building 
a Spaceport in the heart f the city. Technology and design were 
combined to reach the ultimate goal of enabling people to live 
and work on other planets. Our spaceport is the first step to 
integrate spacetravel into society. For this we located the space-
port in the centre of the city of Innsbruck, accessible through a 
plaza open to the public. 
The site is divided by eight programs, which are located in 
thirteen buildings. There are different travelleres who start their 
individual training program in order to explore the space. One 
group dedicates their learned skills to mine on the closest aster-
oid belt, for more rare matals. The rest of them are focussing on 
discovering new planets, or even galaxies. 
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INNS‘ BASE 52 
TERM II

Pronoia Spaceport tops the backside of Nordkette mountain-
ridge right above the city of Innsbruck. Though the mainpart of 
the building rises along the backside of the mountain the build-
ings three tops, containing the starting and landing platform and 
the visitor center, can be seen from the city below since they 
slighty rise above the summits.

The main target of Pronia Spaceport is to research and settle 
the far away moon LV-223 where the original Alienshipwreckage 
has been found, and whos enviroment is quite similar to earths. 
Nevertheless travellers still need training and adaptions to start 
their misson. Due to new engine technology discovered in the 
wreck the flight duration is reduced to a minimum of 180 days. 
Thus travellers mainly need to be trained for the half-year-long 
journey through space over the conditions on the destination.

Pronoia demands diffrent infrastructures within the procedures. 
Along with the accommodation for outgoing and incoming trav-
ellers, training rooms, a health centre, spaceship take-off/landing 
plattforms, there is a repair platform and a visitor centre.

The journey already starts in the city of Innsbruck where all, vis-
itors and travellers, get into capsules which bring them up to 
the spaceport. The capsules go on a railsystem to the bottom of 
the spaceport where they dock to the circulation system on the 
buildings facade. Capsules overtake the circulation and replace 
elevators and staircases in the building.

There are two types of capsules providing individual functions. 
Traveller capsules host a place for two space travellers, while 
Visitor capsules provide space for up to 15 people. Visitors are 
brought straight to the public area where they have access to the 
informationcentre, restaurant and viewing platform all located in 
the buildings upper middle sector.

Space travellers share their capsule as two during the whole jour-
ney. This means that traveller capsules dock into the accommo-
dation zone of the building where they function as private rooms 
during their 30 days training. After successfully completing spa-
cetraining travellers move with their capsules up to the departure 
platform and dock onto the spaceship.On Arrival back on earth 
capsules leave the spaceship and again move along the building 
to dock into the arrivals accommodation zone were homecom-
ing travellers stay 3 days for medical checks. After these they 
move in their capsules back to the city were they check out.
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CHISS CLAWCRAFT

TERM I

The Chiss Clawcraft is a single-pilot starfighter which was invent-
ed by the Chiss, a near-human civilisation from the ice planet 
csilla. The Chiss are a race which is probably decendent from the 
human. They have human statue but red eyes and blue skin due 
to a special mineral in the hydrosphere. The Chiss most famous 
spaceship was known above all for it’s great maneuverability 
achieved through seperated control jets on each wing. Equipped 
with deflectorshields, repulsorlift and a hyperspace beacon sys-
tem the Clawcraft was built for space travelling and exploring 
foreign areas. This is how it happens, that a group of Clawcrafts 
shows up in our solar system. Unfortunately the navigational sys-
tem is not strong enough to calculate the correct distance and 
the spaceships crash on planet earth right after exiting hyper-
speed. Trying to land is not successfull and the spaceships get 
stuck in the overgrown environment of a forest-like swamp that 
lies in a little valley between tall mountains in the quiet west area 
of a small country in middle europe. The Chiss pilots die imme-
diatly in the crash and the spaceship parts are left to themselfs 
for a long time ...

CLIFFHANGER
Georg Holzmann, Barbara Michlmayr



CLIFFHANGER

TERM II

...One day the fallen spaceships get discorvered by the on planet 
earth predominant species of men. Since over a hundred years 
humans dream of leaving their home planet to discover space. 
But they only move forward very slowly. When they find the re-
mainings of the clawcrafts they manage to reveal the secrets of the 
Chiss’ advanced technology. Since then they are able to overcome 
the issues of gravity and hyperspace and they start evolving their 
space travel systems. Soon the humans find ways to not only move 
through their own solar system but also discover distant solar sys-
tems and unknown planets. In order to share their freshly achieved 
wisdom with other individuals of their kind and to initiate contact 
with inhabitants of foreign planets specialists of space travel and 
architects come together to build a spaceport which is supposed 
to enhance the earths reach of wisdom.
The Cliffhanger - Intergalactical Spaceport is designed to acco-
modate three types of travellers. Visitors can either travel through 
the solar system, conduct chiss tourism or subscribe for the edu-
cational center. Each possibility is connected with an appropriate 
training which can last from 2 weeks to 6 months depending on 
it’s complexity. In order to answer to all the required conditions the 
spaceport grows along the mountainside. Circulation throughout 
the spaceport happens inside the diagonal grid system which gives 
shape to the buildings, the hangars are reached through the radial 
grid system. To change from one gravity zone into another there 
are specially designed transition rooms which can additionally be 
used for training purposes. The spaceport features 5 different types 
of buildings which are the Lobby, public rooms, training areas, ac-
comodations and extrusions that can be used differntly. The design 
of the facade system ties to the employed grid system. To reach 
the spaceport from the city their are connection points, designed 
to fit the shapes of the spaceport’s entry buildings, distributed on 
famous spots like the airport or the main station.
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TERRA ONE      
Chris Bührer, Nina Kegel

HOME ONE
TERM I

In the world of Star Wars & co-film production practically
no interior information is delivered to the viewer. We 
are shown short scenes in various atmospheres, and 
exteriors that don’t necessarily explain how the buil-
dings work. Effects such as smoke and darkness often
make rooms and spaces mysterious, but also unclear and difficult
or even impossible to read it. 

The process of the project “Spaceport X” claims to first solve the
mystery of what is happening behind the scenes of already
movie-created Sci-Fi architecture. Only after this, the landing of
Science fiction to Earth can be discussed. 

The Spaceship, we have been working with is the 19 km long 
Super Star Destroyer, shown in Star Wars movies. We  worked 
out a new floorplan, by first designating areas and then de-
signing the city which sits on top of this huge spaceship. The 
following step was to analyse the pattern, which covers the 
seamingly smooth surface of the SSD. 
On three different zoom-in steps, the pattern reveals new in-
formation. The first step, which is visible from far away is  a 
system of main circulation. As the SSD is a battle ship, the 
circulation is very clear and straight. Having a closer look, 
a secondary circulation system becomes visible. The  third 
zoom-in reveals the rooms which lie underneath the spaces-
hips envelope.
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TERRA ONE 
TERM II

Pronoia Spaceport tops the backside of Nordkette mountain-
ridge right above the city of Innsbruck. Though the mainpart of 
the building rises along the backside of the mountain the build-
ings three tops, containing the starting and landing platform and 
the visitor center, can be seen from the city below since they 
slighty rise above the summits.

The main target of Pronia Spaceport is to research and settle 
the far away moon LV-223 where the original Alienshipwreckage 
has been found, and whos enviroment is quite similar to earths. 
Nevertheless travellers still need training and adaptions to start 
their misson. Due to new engine technology discovered in the 
wreck the flight duration is reduced to a minimum of 180 days. 
Thus travellers mainly need to be trained for the half-year-long 
journey through space over the conditions on the destination.

Pronoia demands diffrent infrastructures within the procedures. 
Along with the accommodation for outgoing and incoming trav-
ellers, training rooms, a health centre, spaceship take-off/landing 
plattforms, there is a repair platform and a visitor centre.

The journey already starts in the city of Innsbruck where all, vis-
itors and travellers, get into capsules which bring them up to 
the spaceport. The capsules go on a railsystem to the bottom of 
the spaceport where they dock to the circulation system on the 
buildings facade. Capsules overtake the circulation and replace 
elevators and staircases in the building.

There are two types of capsules providing individual functions. 
Traveller capsules host a place for two space travellers, while 
Visitor capsules provide space for up to 15 people. Visitors are 
brought straight to the public area where they have access to the 
informationcentre, restaurant and viewing platform all located in 
the buildings upper middle sector.

Space travellers share their capsule as two during the whole jour-
ney. This means that traveller capsules dock into the accommo-
dation zone of the building where they function as private rooms 
during their 30 days training. After successfully completing spa-
cetraining travellers move with their capsules up to the departure 
platform and dock onto the spaceship.On Arrival back on earth 
capsules leave the spaceship and again move along the building 
to dock into the arrivals accommodation zone were homecom-
ing travellers stay 3 days for medical checks. After these they 
move in their capsules back to the city were they check out.
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